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Vision beyond the future

ACHIEVEMENTS MPU is awarded as the most emerging university in central India. 
We are so grateful to @zeemedia for this great opportunity.

rd
As an yearly ritual, Patel Group of Institutions  & MPU celebrated its 23  

thfoundation day on 11 July 2023.The Program has been started by offering the 
prayers to God by lighting the lamp as a symbol of invocation of the waves of 
knowledge. Dr. Ajit Singh Patel, Pro- Chancellor addressed the gathering 
including the staff members and acknowledged their work by expressing praise 
for their efforts. Various events like Pool campus drive, free medical camp and 
plantation in the campus were also organized on this auspicious occasion.

Celebrating 23rd Foundation Day

PROUD MOMENT

MoU-2023

MPU attended the ‘Third 
Summit on Educational 
Alliances’ by CEGR (Centre 
for Education Growth and 
Research) at New Delhi. 
During this summit MPU 
signed 30 plus MoU’s with 
various Government and 
Non-government 
organisations for quality 
enhancement and resource 
sharing.
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Teacher's Day holds great significance as it allows us to recognize and honor the remarkable contributions of our 
educators. People celebrate this day by going the extra mile to express their gratitude and admiration for teachers. 
Students at MPU prepared heartfelt cards, brought flowers, and created small tokens of appreciation for their 
teachers. The university also organized special events, performances and gatherings to showcase their love and 
respect for their teachers.

TEACHER’S DAY

TH
77  INDEPENDENCE DAY

thOn the occasion of the 77  Independence Day, MPU, Bhopal celebrated with great fervor. The essence of patriotism 
and the spirit of liberty permeated every individual present to witness this remarkable day in our country's history. 
The patriotic spirit of the day shine brightly as we share messages of freedom, struggle, and unity.



ACTIVITY

ENGINEER’S DAY 
Successful engineering is all about understanding how things break or fail. Software is a harmonious blend of 
artistry and engineering. As the proverb goes, no nation is complete without Engineers. MPU celebrated Engineer's 
Day with great joy and enthusiasm. The event's chief guest was Dr. Akhilesh Barve, Chairman of the Rolta 
Incubation Centre at MANIT, Bhopal. Dr. Barve motivated the students to become entrepreneurs and strive for 
success in their lives. On this special day, students also showcased their projects.

94.3 My FM conducted a campaign to promote road safety, 
encouraging the students of MPU to adhere to traffic rules and 
regulations. They also organized fun quiz sessions to interact with 
the students, posing questions related to traffic rules. In addition 
to this initiative, 94.3 My FM planted saplings in the college 
campus to emphasize the importance of trees and plants in our 
daily lives and to promote a message of global health.

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Students from MPU, attended the National Conclave 
2023 on Emerging Management Paradigms. The 
Students got an amazing opportunity to understand 
how to improve the communication skills and also to 
enhance knowledge on various topics. The Conclave 
was proven informative and students got to experience 
something new.

NATIONAL CONCLAVE 2023

Lord Vishwakarma is the divine craftsman, sculptor, 
architect, and engineer of the Gods, as well as the 
creator of the universe. Madhyanchal Professional 
University celebrated Vishwakarma Jayanti by 
conducting a worship ceremony for all our machines 
and tools.

VISHWAKARMA JAYANTI

MPU celebrated World Pharmacist Day, this day united in 
action for a healthier world aims to emphasis the united 
effort of global pharmacists to improve the healthcare 
sector.

WORLD PHARMACIST DAY
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ACTIVITY

INAUGURATION OF AUTOMOBILE CLUB

Being a woman may encompass traditional or modern roles, reflecting enthusiasm and readiness to face 
challenges. Self-identity often plays an underlying role in a woman's nature. MPU organized a fun day for our 
female staff with the theme of modern outfits. During this event, all our female staff competed with each other in 
their beautiful attire. The session became even more meaningful when Mrs. Preeti Patel, Chancellor of MPU, 
inspired all our female staff with her heartfelt words, filling the atmosphere with energy and enthusiasm. 

BEING A WOMAN
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Clubs are the instruments through which one can find 
their hidden talent Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering, MPU inaugurated the Automobile Club 
"Power Torque" for the students of Mechanical 
Engineering. The formation of this club enhances the 
knowledge within the students and also helps them to 
show their talents.

Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, MPU 
organised Seminar on "Life Mantra of Success". The 
expert for this session was Mr. Surendra Bihari 
Goswami, Professor, Commerce, Sarojini Naidu, 
College, Bhopal. The speaker acknowledge the 
students with his motivational thoughts that In order to 
achieve your dreams and be the person you want to be, 
you will have to start paying attention to your actions. 
Ask yourself, "Is what I'm doing going to lead me to 
where I want to be in life?

MOTIVATIONAL TALK



An induction program was organized for the first-year batch by the Faculty of Agriculture Science & Technology 
and the Faculty of Medical & Paramedical Sciences. The chief guest for the session was Dr. Sanjay Jain, Chairman 
of the Madhya Pradesh State Pharmacy Council and a Member of the Indian Pharmaceutical Association. The guest 
of honor was Dr. A. K. Singhai, Director of LNCTU, Bhopal. The session became even more informative with 
addresses from Mr. Eshaan Patel and Ms. Esha Patel, Executive Directors of MPU, as well as from Dr. Kamlesh 
Mishra, Vice Chancellor of MPU.

INDUCTION PROGRAM 2023 

Patel College of Science and Technology organized an "Orientation Program" for the first-year engineering students 
on September 12, 2023. The session commenced with the lighting of a lamp and a warm welcome to the guests, 
accompanied by presenting them with tokens of appreciation. The Chief Guest for the event was Dr. K.K. Jain, 
Chairman of Siemens Centre of Excellence, Digitisation, and Industry 4.0. Dr. Jain motivated the students for a 
fresh start on their new journey. This session helps new students adjust and feel comfortable in the new 
environment, instills in them the ethos and culture of the institution, fosters connections with other students and 
faculty members, and introduces them to a sense of greater purpose and self-exploration. 

ORIENTATION PROGRAM 2023
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The Faculty of Science & IT, the Faculty of Commerce & Management, and the Faculty of Engineering & 
Technology at MPU organized an Orientation Program for the First-year batch on September 13, 2023. The session 
began with the lighting of a lamp, followed by the presentation of tokens of appreciation to the guests. The Chief 
Guest for the event was Dr. Mukesh Kumar Mishra, Secretary of the Institution of Engineers. This session helps 
students prepare for a successful career with a clear vision of what lies ahead and what can be achieved upon 
completing their courses.



WORKSHOP & VISIT
METRO SMART PARK NTTTR

GLOBAL SKILL PARK BHOPAL CITY CENTRE

STATE LEVEL SEMINAR

Students from the Mechanical Engineering, MPU 
visited Metro Smart Park. The park opens the doors to 
endless possibilities and learning opportunities. 
Witnessing the magic of industrial processes is a truly 
enriching experience. An industrial visit serves as a 
window to the real-world applications of academic 
concepts.

An industry visit was organized for engineering 
students to Siemens Centre for Excellence in 
Digitisation and Industry 4.0, where they received 
high-end skill training, industrial consultancy, and 
conducted research in the field of Industry 4.0 and 
Digitization. During the visit, students acquired 
knowledge about various machines and explored 
eleven laboratories within the Centre of Excellence, 
including Additive Manufacturing, CNC Controller, 
Electrical and Energy Saving, Industrial Automation, 
Internet of Things, Manufacturing Process 
Digitization, Mechatronics, Process Automation and 
Instrumentation, Product Design and Validation, 
Robotics, and Simulation, Optimization, and Testing.

An industry visit was organized for engineering students 
to Global Skill Park Bhopal City Centre, which is the first 
multi-skills park in India. This park provides advanced 
job-ready skills training of international standards through 
workshop-based programs, offering hands-on experience 
with state-of-the-art CNC machines, the latest design 
software, and metrology equipment. During the visit, 
students gained knowledge about various machines, 
including CNC lathe machines, milling machines, tool 
measuring techniques, rapid prototyping techniques, 
injection molding machines, and die and punch making 
machines. They also learned about the design and 
manufacturing of precision dies and tools in various 
fields, such as automobile engineering, medical 
treatments, and aerospace.

Students of MPU attended "The Madhya Pradesh 
State Price Monitoring & Resource Unit State Level 
Seminar"on "Fixation Ceiling Price under NLEM-
2022 Ensuring Availability" under "AZADI 
KAAMRIT MAHOTSAVA". This session has 
provided the students with the knowledge of ceiling 
pricesat which goods and services can be sold and 
also gained the knowledge of price control and the 
maximum amount that can be charged for medicines 
and medical devices.

VIGYAN MELA 2023
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Students of Engineering participated in the Bhopal  
Vigyan Mela 2023 and showed their innovations and 
ideas through projects and models in the field of 
Mechanical and Civil Engineering like the sliding 
bridge design , design of multistored residential 
building,man made stairs climbing machine.The 
design projects displayed by students also featured in 
doordarshan  programme and all leading newspapers



SEMINAR

A one-day seminar titled Educational Scenario and 
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav was organized by MPU, in 
which detailed information about the technical 
education and development of Azadi was given by 
Professor Vipin Kumar Tripathi, former Professor, IIT 
New Delhi and Founder of Sadbhavna Mission. 
Professor Vipin Kumar Tripathi in his speech gave 
information about the obstacles and struggles in 
technological development after independence, he told 
how the scientists gave importance to the development 
of the country with very limited resources and also 
warned the youth about the risks to be faced.

The Faculty of Commerce and Management, MPU, 
organized a Student Development Programme. The 
expert for this session was Dr. Archana Rathore, 
Associate Dean, ICFAI Business School, Jaipur. The 
Session has helped the students to view them self in a 
different but in a more positive way. They learn 
practical communication skill ultimately boosting their 
self confidence. 

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV

MPU organized "Motivational Talk" at MPU Campus. 
The speaker of the session was Mr. Shashank Garg, 
Superintendent, Police Radio / Dial Hundred, Bhopal. 
The speaker motivated the students, by his words that 
if you may encounter many defeats, but you must not 
be defeated. 
“At the end of the day, you are solely responsible for 
your success and your failure".There are no secrets to 
success. Never give up in life try hard till you get what 
you want in your life.

INDUCEMENT

TED TALK
The internal hackathon was conducted by Faculty of 
engineering and Technology for both hardware and 
software editions in which 15 teams presented their 
ideas in the presence of industry experts . The judges 
of the event were Mr. Abhigyanam Giri, CEO of 
Indyes Infotech and Mr. Arpit Soni from Robonauts 
India for the hardware edition and for the software 
edition Mr. Prateek Dubey and Mr. Milind Kumar 
from Avocaodo Techinfo, the first prize winner in 
software edition was Anjali kumari and team from 
Computer Science and Engineering and in the 
hardware edition first was Mantu kumar and team 
from Civil Engineering.

Patel College of Nursing organized seminar for the 
Students of Medical and Paramedical Sciences. The 
expert of the session was Mr. Abhijit Sharma, Founder, 
Ayuda Educational Services Pvt. Ltd., in this session 
the students came to know how they can expand their 
skill set in working abroad, which allows them to 
access new cultures and experiences while keeping up 
with current trends.
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EXPERT TALK



CAMPUS @ PLACEMENT

Sahil Kumar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Vivek Yadav
Jhon deere, Dewas

Nikhileshwar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Jhon deere, Dewas

Mithun Kumar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Abhimanyu Kumar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Vishal Kumar

Arjun Ram
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Vivek Yadav
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Mohit Kumar
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Sandeep Kumar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Deepak Kumar
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Pankaj Kumar
Jhon deere, Dewas

Vishwa Mohan
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

BhurSingh
JRL Industries

Hariom
JRL Industries

Vikash Kumar
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Nikhleshwar Panday
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Sandeep Kumar
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Sunil Verma
JRL Industries

Meenakshi Yadav
name

Jyoti
Noble Hospital, Bhopal

Neha Rathore
Noble Hospital, Bhopal

Aparna Patel
Noble Hospital, Bhopal

Rahul Kumar
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Manisha
Noble Hospital, Bhopal

Fiza Ansari
Noble Hospital, Bhopal

Pallavi Paras
MMR Group of hotels

Avinash Kumar
Milestone Gears

Janaid Alam
Krishna Maruti, Gujrat

Ranjan Kumar
Milestone Gears
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